Tickets & Wish List

Clicking Poll Icon on Features Page should connect to tiki-admin_poll.php when feature activated

Status
- Closed

Subject
- Clicking Poll Icon on Features Page should connect to tiki-admin_poll.php when feature activated

Version
- 2.x

Category
- Usability
- Less than 30-minutes fix

Feature
- Administration
  - Poll
    - Admin Interface (UI)

Submitted by
dthacker

Volunteered to solve
dthacker

Lastmod by
lindon

Rating
- ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0)

Description
when you click on the polls icon on the Admin Home page, you are taken to the polls comments admin page instead of the polls admin page. User should not have to make an additional click to start work.

Solution
- Direct clicks from this icon to php-admin_polls.php.

(lindon) - this is done in trunk (5.0)

Importance
- 7

Easy to solve?
- 7

Priority
- 49

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item1464-Clicking-Poll-Icon-on-Features-Page-should-connect-to-tiki-admin_poll-php-when-feature-activated